Blessings Friend. Today is a new day so let us give thanks.
Have you ever read this quote before? “To be rich is not what you have in your bank
account, but what you have in your heart.” The TRUTH is the greatest CURRENCY we
have is LOVE. Everything we do is shown through our HEARTS and our MOTIVES come
from there.
Many times in life we go through struggles whether it be physically, mentally, emotionally or
Spiritually but perhaps the experience is trying to TEACH us we need to PRUNE a few
things from our lives in order to become more FRUITFUL.
If we are reading our Bibles or listening to Sermons but are ignoring the MESSAGE, we are
truly only fooling ourselves. It would be the same, to look in the mirror at yourself and walk
away, forgetting what you look like.
In James 2:5 Listen to me, dear brothers and sisters. Hasn’t God chosen the poor in the
world to be rich in FAITH?
Friends we have opportunities every day to make a difference in all we do. We will
RECEIVE what we sow out. So if you are sowing seeds of fear and doubt into your mind
that is the experience you will have for a return HARVEST. More torment and confusion. If
you, however, choose to sow SEEDS of LOVE and HOPE your return HARVEST will be
more PEACE and JOY.
Today you can decide to make some changes in your life and you WILL witness your return
Harvest will begin to CHANGE. If you are lacking something in your own life take a STEP of
FAITH and sow into someone’s life who needs a hand. If you haven’t been getting
ENCOURAGEMENT in your life, sow out encouragement. If you are feeling frustrated with
a TIME issue in your LIFE, sow some SEEDS of your love and time into another person’s
life. Everything we do, whether it be our TIME, RESOURCES or helping another individual,
it is all SEEN by God and He will return something great back into your life for that
OBEDIENCE. It’s a prayer that each one of us WILL start to TRUST more without
BORDERS in our lives.
This scripture is so powerful because it reveals the truth that we all can experience Christ if
we choose to; She said, “ You are the God who See’s me. Genesis 16:13
Have a blessed day and always remember how dearly you are loved and that you are not
alone!! God Bless You!!

